Responsibilities of Students in Higher Education during the COVID-19 Pandemic and New Normal period
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic is occurring worldwide, including in Indonesia. This issue is the responsibility of all parties. In this university, ethics is the responsibility of the academic community. This paper describes the actions of students towards themselves, and the surrounding community is facing humanitarian disasters. Literature studies are used to lay down problems and find solutions. Study critical of student responsibility in higher education. They share with others with love. Its activities are sharing masks and food and conducting blood donations. Small actions that have a significant impact on society during the COVID-19 and New Normal pandemic.
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Introduction

Since the beginning, COVID-19 broke out in Wuhan with lockdown measures to prevent the high spread and has gradually relaxed interventions. Meanwhile, in Indonesia, based on data taken by the
author on June 12, 2020, it shows that nationally 34,406 were positive, 13,213 recovered, and 2,048 died.¹ This number is still increasing, and it is not known when it will show a sloping curve. Not only the health impacts. But also, the rapidly changing socio-economic conditions.² COVID-19 impacts the world of education, starting from early childhood education to tertiary institutions.

The impact of COVID-19 for education is to change the education system from offline or face to face to fully online.³ Social changes on campus and social distance in the shift in the hostel the way they behave and act. Responsibility for yourself and the community on campus is getting tighter. Social distance, physical distance, staying healthy, staying at home, and working from home, use masks in the campus area and outside.

Higher Education follows government regulations for large-scale social restrictions, including online learning, even in dormitories. The government makes policies and provides a sense of security to the community and makes decisions to maintain public health and safety and public trust.⁴ On the other hand, this offers an opportunity for online-based pedagogy in the future.⁵ The world community must make peace with Covid-19. The world community must make peace with COVID-19. The community responded to COVID-19 as both a challenge and an opportunity. In this case, it also applies to higher education.

When the Indonesian government took a policy of closing all educational institutions and making online learning mandatory, the public welcomed it. Viner et al. argued that policymakers to maintain

distance in the learning process were better than directly closing schools to suppress the spread of COVID-19.6

Outbreak Prevention and control must involve citizen awareness of the impact of COVID-19. Everyone is required to wear a mask and maintain social distancing.7 The Indonesian government took the ethical decision to close schools and switch online learning because it was not easy to monitor the readiness of distancing and adequate health protocols in schools.

The social distancing requirement presents a challenge for all stakeholders to study online because it works in a situation of time constraints and resource constraints.8 The curriculum objective that must be emphasized in online learning is to develop the competence of students. The learning approach has mostly shifted to online. Meanwhile, the consideration for the capacity of internet network facilities is different in each region. The instructional evaluation has difficulty in assessing learners’ learning.9

The challenge of online learning for students is that they are unprepared for significant changes.10 However, this learning crisis represents a new opportunity for collaboration at the international level. Stronger international cooperation will involve governments at various levels, companies, and international public-private partnerships. This pattern can provide solutions and produce goods.

The COVID-19 crisis might change the world and the global outlook. The pandemic is teaching many people how education needs to

---

change in order to prepare students better. This is a challenge for international education collaboration.\textsuperscript{11} To meet the current needs of local, rural, and remote students, they can still access face-to-face learning and maintain a distance.\textsuperscript{12}

This situation challenges education systems around the world and forces educators to turn to overnight online learning. Many institutions and academics have previously been reluctant to change traditional pedagogical approaches but have no choice but to use online learning.\textsuperscript{13} The author reviews the small things that students do that have an impact on their daily lives.

Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the world of education, including the education system in Indonesia. Traditional learning processes that emphasize teacher-student interactions in the classroom and outside the classroom shift to distance learning.\textsuperscript{14} The learning process for areas in the yellow, orange, and red zones, face-to-face learning is prohibited. Schools and colleges in all zones are encouraged to continue studying from home. The context of higher education is in the external context; for example, students are dismissed from campus activities to prevent the spread of Covid-19. The online learning method is undoubtedly a challenge for many universities.\textsuperscript{15} However, students from economically disadvantaged family backgrounds have limited access to the internet. So that teachers can give responsibility to

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{11} Hans d’Orville, “COVID-19 Causes Unprecedented Educational Disruption: Is There a Road towards a New Normal?” \textit{Prospects}, 2020, 1, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11125-020-09475-0.\
\textsuperscript{12} Amy E. Seymour-Walsh, Anthony Weber, and Andy Bell, “Pedagogical Foundations to Online Lectures in Health Professions Education,” \textit{Rural and Remote Health} 20, no. 2 (May 1, 2020): 6038, https://doi.org/10.22605/RRH6038.\
students during the COVID-19 outbreak, namely participating in the surrounding environment.16

Where the government in Indonesia urges to keep your distance and wear masks. Because wearing a mask is very important to prevent transmission of COVID-19. We use a mask for himself because one of the sources of transmission is coughing or sneezing.17 Because of that, the students distributed masks, distributed basic foodstuffs, blood donations, and placed banners. What has been the response of students in higher education? Are they just silent? Or they take action as the responsibility of good and obedient Indonesian citizens with government policies as God’s representatives on earth.

Theory

Ethics and Responsibilities

Ethics and responsibility are not new phenomena, but recent developments in information technology are advancing their impact. For example, one could argue that individual privacy has never been more threatened. Likewise, the risks of manipulating information, particularly vulnerable populations, place serious responsibilities and responsibilities for data controllers. So, organizations face a dual responsibility not just to act but to act ethically and in a socially responsible manner.18 Ethics should not be a matter of choice to be carried out by the company according to its convenience, and ethics also cannot be something that must be reported by top management and followed by company officials and staff. Furthermore, ethical behavior cannot be an object of the display to show the world at large that the company is fulfilling its social obligations.19 20 However, moral responsi-

bility is carried out by non-public organizations; as a result, an unclear focus on ethical responsibility so as not to contribute to or advance society’s values.\(^{21}\)

Professional, ethical, social responsibility work is more efficient or even acceptable. For example, few developed countries in China and developing countries prioritize social responsibility and professional ethics.\(^{22}\) Ethics education aims to provide people to make decisions with free will. Therefore, teaching ethics has an important place in education. Students who graduate from the university may be well-educated people in the profession, but that is not enough.\(^{23}\) Professional ethics is a guide for teachers in providing quality education and instilling good values among students.\(^{24}\) According to J. Ivancevich, P. Lorenzi, S. Skinner, and P. Crosby, there is no specific standard in implementing socially responsible behavior. Social responsibility is seen as an obligation; others see it as reactive and proactive behavior.\(^{25}\) There is a growing awareness that institutions are structured to organize existing norms.\(^{26}\) The aim is to develop a sound framework for decision-making that respects the fact that multiple values exist.\(^{27}\)

---


Biblical Perspective about Ethics and Responsibility

Students take this social action voluntarily, although they are in trouble due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Students want to do small things that have a significant impact. This duty is done as part of the responsibility of lightening the burden. Helping to bear burdens allows people who need help in times of pain, distress, and financial difficulties (Gal. 6:2). As a way of life for adult Christians, they have to bear those who are weaker. This responsibility is an efficient and visible way of the New law (cf. 1 Thes. 5:14). Christian communities should need each other and collectively to show God’s love to people. In Joshua 1:9, God will go with them, where the most significant promise is God’s presence (cf. Exod. 3:12). Students carry out this activity to reduce public anxiety about Covid-19. Isaiah 41:10 explained that God commands not to worry or turn away in pressure. Students do this because they have accepted the gospel and know peace (1 Cor. 9:23) so that everyone gets to know the good news by taking real action.

A real-life case that frontline workers offer to serve their fellow citizens even in large numbers at personal expense. A song that states, we pray that our unity will one day be restored, and they will know that we are Christians because of our love. “The message of the song in John 13:35, “By this everyone will know that you are disciples—my disciples if you love one another.”

---

Lecture Responsibility

In the teaching process, teachers must be able to combine cognitive and affective students. Before students begin lessons, teachers must maintain the emotions of trust by making students feel them. When something becomes this personal, it uses information about the person being served to change their response. Teachers must use data about students to change how we teach, how students learn, and our institutional policies and practices.

The teacher’s ethical responsibility is the ability to find suitable solutions to a particular situation and display consistent, achievable behavior, and live up to moral values, not just state them. Collective responsibility is a responsibility that is shared among individuals. Teachers must plan assignments to develop collaborative skills in various aspects to solve complex problems when solved alone.

There are precise requirements for high-quality and innovative pedagogy at the third level of the institution. Evidence suggests greater alignment with a student-centered approach and an emphasis on core generic skills’ universal value. In essence, this dynamic of a new learning environment stems from the interaction between teachers and students and a willingness to give up their traditional roles.

Student Responsibility

Teachers prepare and motivate themselves to improve their knowledge and skills. The goal is to advance the quality of education. Opportunities to increase the quality of online learning are strongly

---

supported by teachers, parents, and families, coupled with tools from parties involved in education.\textsuperscript{41} Climate change due to the pandemic has claimed more lives, but it is happening more slowly with people’s willingness to take an active role. In contrast, millions of children die every year due to hunger and lack of clean water.\textsuperscript{42} Today’s students are more inclined towards face-to-face teaching than online lectures. The administration and the faculty should take the necessary measures to improve the quality of e-learning to aid better learning.\textsuperscript{43}

Students’ responsibility is given through several learning situations; namely, educational content must be by social challenges while still paying attention to the principles of student-centered learning and social practices that promote the development of a professional culture.\textsuperscript{44} Students in the first year usually show more fulfillment of assignments as study obligations, such as attending lectures, exercises, and seminars, and actively participating in them. In the third year, students already emphasize a more responsible and autonomous role. The determinants that influence start from personal maturity and experience during the study.\textsuperscript{45}

There are three basic reasons for treating students as agents of academic change: first, the responsibility to learn makes a person a learner and not a customer. Second, paternalism is not fully practiced, where the number of students outnumber administrative institutions such as teachers, advisors, and educational administrators. Third,


\textsuperscript{44} Larisa P. Lazareva and Natalia V. Zavodevkina, “Personal and Professional Responsibilities of Students: Psychological and Pedagogical Factors of Real Opportunities,” IEJME — MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 11, no. 5 (2016).

institutions have an ethical obligation to share what they think and know about current students based on previous experiences.\textsuperscript{46}

Students at the college level can finish being more careful about how they need to acknowledge full obligations regarding their academic performance and recognize that teachers are only one of many tools that make progress.\textsuperscript{47} A sense of loyalty between students and lecturers can be involved in the achievements shown by the institution. Or a well-intentioned attempt to solicit student feedback and move towards a model where learning in tertiary institutions becomes a shared responsibility.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{Work Together}

An interprofessional team can support safe, high-quality service and all parties’ involvement in innovating the organization. As well as learning the smallest parts of organizational behavior that are complex and challenging and rewarding.\textsuperscript{49} Collaborative strategies as a handy tool for developing professional relationships between teachers and students. Potentially students are tools that provide ongoing feedback to help teachers and students target specific problems about learning and professional relationships.\textsuperscript{50} And conduct a group evaluation with a difficult task and have a clear idea of how to evaluate group work. First, the teacher must decide what needs to be evaluated: the end product, the process, or both. Next, it is necessary to determine who will give the assessments: students, teachers, or both.\textsuperscript{51}


\textsuperscript{48} Alison Cook-Sather, “From Traditional Accountability to Shared Responsibility: The Benefits and Challenges of Student Consultants Gathering Midcourse Feedback in College Classrooms,” n.d.


Team diversity should be viewed as a strength. This can be seen from the problem-solving techniques that have the potential to produce extraordinary results. Collaborative learning communities require active and collective discussion to provide a safe environment for teachers. While many schools and systems have a tradition of meetings such as departmental or classroom level meetings, this is different from learning teams. In schools, teachers need to change teaching practices.

Method

The methodology used is literature review with data collection techniques sourced from reputable international journal references. A literature review investigates scientific manuscripts, books, and other sources relevant to the problem being studied by providing descriptions, summaries, and critical evaluations. A literature review is used to evaluate a particular topic. The new concept aims to describe the development of research over time. Literature is used as the basis and support for the new viewpoints that are found. Identify broad keywords relevant to research. Then the keyword search is narrowed down into sub-subjects then compiled a review. Researchers review more or less the primary literature on sources through widely available databases, for

example, Web of Science, ScienceDirect, SCOPUS, Google Scholar, ERIC.\textsuperscript{57}

Then explained the ethics and responsibilities of students in facing the COVID-19 pandemic and entering the New Normal era. Student response in meeting COVID-19 is to carry out ethical decisions and commit to love others as yourself.

Result and Discussion

Students respond to government regulations during the COVID-19 pandemic and the new normal period with activities, namely:

Distributing Mask

Stakeholders do not define clear and efficient communication with the public. An analysis of government communications management shows that the messages were delivered, mostly on a positive note. The media, especially national television, mainly conveyed this. In Spain, three out of four citizens have used television to get information during the pandemic. Television is the medium most used by people.\textsuperscript{58} Health authorities should make every effort to distribute face masks with priority to health caregivers and people most vulnerable to infection, especially those older than 65 years and people with health conditions at risk.\textsuperscript{59} The use of masks throughout society can control COVID-19 by reducing the amount of emission of infected saliva from breathing.\textsuperscript{60}

Surgical masks are the best type when using masks to prevent transmission of droplets. Cotton masks can be a last resort for people

without respiratory symptoms.\textsuperscript{61} There is a concern that wearing a mask might create the wrong sense of security with others. This applies to infection control methods such as social distancing and hand washing. There is no evidence in the field yet that wearing a mask can control infection.\textsuperscript{62} Therefore, students distributed masks to the community around the campus, especially for those in need.

**Figure 1. Student Concern**

**Distributing Foods**

In the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, the products offered are economically acceptable and competitive and develop foods enriched with antioxidants that improve health and support the immune system.\textsuperscript{63} Planning is needed to rebalance the economy after this crisis. An overall economic development plan, including sector by sector, encourages entrepreneurship so that people have healthy and sustainable business capital.\textsuperscript{64} The government's policy response so far has been


aimed at balancing ships by targeting the needs of the poor and those who are potentially low.\textsuperscript{65}

The impact of voluntary quarantine on food supply and distribution shows that food distribution is very impactful.\textsuperscript{66} So that students distribute groceries from house to house while still following health protocols, namely wearing masks, washing hands, and keeping your distance. In-store purchases, supermarkets, and markets are unlikely to result in physical distancing. There is a method used, namely, by utilizing online transactions. However, it is necessary to reformulate policies related to food while ensuring food security for disadvantaged communities.\textsuperscript{67}

**Blood donation**

A range of strategies maintains continuous equitable access to blood transfusions during the pandemic and provides new therapies such as healing plasma. Sharing experiences and developing expert consensus based on evolving publications will assist transfusion services and hospitals in countries at various pandemic stages.\textsuperscript{68} There are five health benefits for donors: improving individual psychological health because it is an expression of love for humans because the blood does not recognize caste, skin color, creed, religion, or race.\textsuperscript{69}

Students participate actively in donating blood while still having a complete examination. This scenario was combined with the problem of budgeting for a movement to donate blood voluntarily. This method is used to overcome potential blood shortages. Also, traditional

communication strategies are still used, such as flayer. The media can provide information to the public about the safety of donating blood. This will encourage donor participation. Blood collection center organizations should develop a plan for obtaining blood in this post-pandemic period while observing health protocols. How to recruit donors must be designed differently in the new normal. Donors need adequate facilities during the inspection process.

Placing Banner

Banners were displayed to get responses from the public. Therefore, when building theories about advertising processing on the Internet, perceived entertainment should be able to play an important role in conveying messages to the public. Temporary segregation of advertising action can be a quality building tool. Momentary behavioral measures, such as clicking on an ad impression, can be used to measure the effectiveness of poor advertising.

The role of advertising messages can be changed to maximize the effectiveness of the messages conveyed through banners. Given the urgency of the COVID-19 crisis, an important focus is on planning more effective controls to reduce the burden, especially severe cases, and deaths as well as more vulnerable communities. Students carry out this

activity in response to the government's appeal. The entire communication process must openly integrate risk information, timing and frequency of communication, and strategies at hand.\textsuperscript{77}

The reasonable response is to wear a three-layer non medical cloth mask inside, adequately filled with tissues, and replaced after 4 hours of use. Wash your hands with soap or hand sanitizer. And keep a minimum distance of 1.5 meters and do not make physical contact. Everyone is encouraged to help others, especially the elderly, the disabled, the poor, and isolated. Take the necessary precautions. By sticking to health protocols and do not risk spreading disease, don't forget the primary Christian duty to help others. “I was sick, and you came to visit me, said Jesus,” (Matt. 25).

Conclusion

The responsibility for oneself is to obey the government to live a healthy, clean environment and follow the WHO standard health protocol. Work from Home, wash hands, and wear masks when going out for urgent and vital needs. Students are responsible for keeping the campus environment clean and staying in line with online learning. The campus also provides free internet to students who live off-campus and have food. Students’ responsibility for the campus community is to distribute masks and socialize government regulations, encouraging handwashing and wearing masks. Share with others by helping the economy with food. Students show love to others in the suffering of Covid-19. Students maintain their health so they can donate blood. sehingga students action the COVID-19 community care post and blood donation activities with the Indonesian Red Cross (PMI), a government humanitarian organization, to provide blood for the community.
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